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SCRABBLE fans will love these handy perforated scoresheets, which let them study their favorite

matches over and over. It contains two-color grids for both two- and four-player games, with spots to

note the letters you draw, the word you play, and your score. Later, players can look it over to see

whether or not they made the best possible choice. Thereâ€™s also a full-color mini SCRABBLE

board to write in plays, with all the possible tiles grouped below. This allows you to further analyze

past competitions, while a &#147;tile trackerâ€• helps you keep track of which letters are left in the

bag during and at the end of the game. A final section features wordlists based on the newly

updated Fourth Edition of The Official SCRABBLE Players Dictionary.Â 
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I really only bought this for the 10 pages at the end that are great word lists. I love the two-letter

word list that also shows you what letters can be added to the beginning or end of a word. There are

also lists for the hard letters (J, Q, X, Z) and for if you have lots of vowels! If I run out of score sheets

with my scrabble set then I will probably use the score sheets in this book.

I love the idea behind this score and tile tracker book. It provides plenty of pages to record Scrabble

games and I imagine it will be quite some time before I need to purchase a new book for additional

sheets (I'm a casual Scrabble player). While I love the ability to not only keep score, but track my

rack and words played on one side of the sheet while notating the board on the back the spaces



provided to track the racks and words played are rather small. Unless you have very small neat

handwriting recording the racks and words played may be difficult. However, the tile tracking portion

at the bottom of the sheet is great and easy to use as you can just cross off each tile as it is played.I

would recommend purchasing this if you're looking to start tracking tiles to improve your endgame

strategy or if you're working on becoming a more competitive Scrabble player. This is also a helpful

product if you've run out of, or misplaced, the scoresheets that came with your Scrabble game. The

sheets are also small enough to include in the Travel Scrabble Folio Edition case.

I choose this five blue stars as I love it as well as I like to read this book to challenge on Scrabble

games.

Excellent buy. The score pads can be used with other games, too.

good app. wish the dictionary would provide definitions of words as an option. also wish there were

more than three levels.
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